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Molecular dynamics of strongly coupled multichain Coulomb polymers
in pure and salt-added Langevin fluids
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The multichain effect and also the effect of added salt on randomly copolymerized charged
polymers~polyampholytes! in a Langevin fluid are studied with the use of molecular dynamics
simulations. The monomers of opposite signs tend to form loose complexes, which makes the
Coulomb force attractive on average. With multichain polyampholytes, the typical state at high
temperature is a container-bound one-phase state of separated chains with a substantial void among
them. The association and dissociation processes occur repeatedly, with the former process a few
times faster than the latter. A glass transition occurs when temperature is lowered. A compact and
glassy globule in a segregated phase, which resembles that of a single-chain polyampholyte, is a
typical state at low temperature due to the Coulomb force. The probability of losing this state is as
low as Pdis;exp(2N3/2), with N the number of monomers. The critical temperature defined by
overlapping of the chains increases with molecular weight and stiffness of the chains, and is less
sensitive to the number of the chains. An alternate charge sequence makes a difference only when
its block size is quite small. The addition of salt suppresses the formation of a dense globule by
shielding the electric field; however, this is not effective when the salt ions are not allowed to
penetrate well into the globule. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51316-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrically charged polymers are interesting resea
objects in physics and chemistry. They combine the natur
a strongly coupled Coulomb system at room temperature
to microscopic scales on the Angstrom range with the pe
liarities of the chainlike molecular structure. These polym
have a wide variety of industrial applications due to liqu
like plasticity and good solubility with respect to pure wat
and salt aqueous solutions.1 In daily life, charged polymers
are often encountered in the form of gels. In biological
ganisms they are also numerous, including proteins2 and as
nucleic acids of DNA and RNA.

Charged polymers are classified into two large grou
calledpolyelectrolytesandpolyampholytes. The former type
of polymer has a backbone that consists of monomers of
charge sign~apart from interleaving neutral monomers!. This
type, which is usually accompanied in solution by neutra
ing counterions,3 is widely utilized as industrial materials
DNA and RNA molecules in the living cells are also of th
type. Polyampholytes, on the other hand, are the polym
that are composed of both positively and negatively char
monomers.4 Importantly, polyampholytes areheteropoly-
mers, and the combination of attraction and repulsion lon
range Coulomb forces creates multiple frustrations.5 Obvi-
ously, properties of polyampholytes depend on ove

a!Permanent address: Institute of Biochemical Physics, Russian Academ
Sciences, Moscow 117977, Russia.
8170021-9606/99/110(16)/8176/13/$15.00
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composition, i.e., how many positively and negativel
charged monomers are there in the chain. As with other
eropolymers, more delicate properties are determined by
specificsequencein which positive and negative monome
are connected one after another in the chain. Furtherm
this sequence may beannealedor quencheddepending on
the pK ~ionization potential! of the monomers involved and
on the pH in solution. An early study of polyampholytes w
concerned mostly with the annealed ones, in analogy w
proteins whose ionic characteristics depend on pH due to
presence of both acidic and basic components.4 Recent stud-
ies have mostly been related to the quenched polyampho
whose characteristics are independent of pH since t
charge sequences are predetermined by synthesis chem
In a series of experimental works,4,6,7 special emphasis wa
placed on the conformation and solubility of polyampholyt
with respect to water and salt aqueous solutions.

Recent experimental activity in the field of polyam
pholytes was accompanied by the series of theoretical wo
It was pointed out in the work8 that the Debye-Hu¨kkel at-
traction effect between charge density fluctuations should
ist and lead to compaction of typical quenched polya
pholytes. This effect appears unusually sensitive to
overall charge of the chain, as it was shown first by Kan
and Kardar.9 Specifically, a spherical globule is formed whe
the chain is neutral, but it becomes elongated or even ad
the necklace shape, when charge offset becomes of ord
greater thanAN, N being the number of charged monome
The most complete work in this direction10 investigated
of
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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shape and stability of the polyampholyte globule in terms
a simple Flory theory. Recently, the multichain effect and
phase equilibrium in pure water and salt-added solution w
examined,11 and the single-chain theory was shown to ap
only to an exponentially dilute solution of polyampholyte
Obviously, all the works deal with those properties
polyampholytes which are composition-dependent, but
quence insensitive. An attempt to look into sequence spe
properties was undertaken in the work by Pandeet al.12

Numerically, single-chain polyampholytes were fir
studied by a Monte Carlo simulation with the use of t
lattice model,9 and a few years later by a molecular dynam
~MD! simulation of the nonlattice type.13 In the former, the
effects of unbalanced charge and temperature were exam
and found to be in reasonable agreement with the sin
chain theory. The latter study, which examined the dyna
cal process and equilibrium properties, was the first to sh
the existence of a dense globular state at low tempera
under the nonlattice model. It also demonstrated a hyster
that the volume~i.e., the gyration radius! of the polyam-
pholyte undergoes when the temperature changes slo
This is the result of cooperation between the Coulomb
short-range attraction forces. The effect of an applied elec
field on the stretching properties of polyampholytes w
studied quite recently with a MD simulation14 ~note that this
effect is sequence specific!.

Owing to these experimental and theoretical studies,
understanding of polyampholytes has greatly advanc
From a numerical point of view, it is worthwhile extendin
the research from single-chain to multichain cases in orde
know precisely how the results for the single-chain polya
pholytes are related to the case of multicha
polyampholytes,11 which is the usual case for experimen
with aqueous solutions. Specifically, we are interested in
dynamics of chain association and dissociation, stability
collapsed complexes, and occurrence of a glass transi
Other interesting points are to quantify the precise effec
charge sequence, molecular weight, and that of added sa
the properties of the polyampholytes. The present pape
devoted to numerical studies of these issues of isolated~con-
tainer bound! polyampholytes by means of molecular d
namics simulations. Further study of multichain polya
pholytes in the periodic system is described in a sepa
paper15 with the use of the Ewald sum method.16,17

In this study, we adopt model polyampholytes that a
comprised of various numbers of equal length chains, e
of which contains between 16 and 64 charged monom
These are the randomly copolymerized polyampholy
whose charge sequences are randomized across the cha
shuffling the already charge-assigned monomers. We imp
the condition that the sum of all the charges of the polya
pholyte is null.~Counterions are not introduced, except f
salt ions in Sec. IV.! In addition to the polyampholytes mad
of random copolymerization, we also performed a series
runs with alternate sequences in order to delineate the in
ence of the sequences. These results are described in Se
Downloaded 07 Jan 2004 to 133.75.134.63. Redistribution subject to A
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II. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In the molecular dynamics simulations of this paper, t
position and velocity of the monomers evolve in time follow
ing the Newton-Langevin equations of motion,

m
dvi

dt
5FLR~r i !2

3kBT

a2 ~2r i2r i 112r i 21!

1Fth2nmvi , ~1!

dr i

dt
5vi . ~2!

Here, r i and vi are the position and velocity of thei -th
monomer (i 51;N), respectively,m is the monomer mass
T the temperature,a the normalization length~which is close
in value to the bond length of the monomer pairs!, andn the
friction constant. The Coulomb forceFLR , which is an elec-
trostatic long-range force, is obtained by summing over
the possible monomer pairs,

FLR~r i !5(
j

ZiZje
2

eur i2r j u2
r̂ i j , ~3!

whereZi is a charge state (Zi561), e the electrical permit-
tivity, and r̂ i j a unit vector along the line (r i2r j ). In Eq. ~1!,
a harmonic spring force of entropic nature is adopted to
count for the connection of two adjacent monomers. T
thermal forceFth that exerts random kicks on the monome
is generated with the use of random numbers with a Ga
ian distribution in each time step. The strength of the therm
kicks is controlled in such a way that the average kine
energy of the monomer equals 3/2kBT, in balance with the
momentum absorption by the immobile solvent.13 ~Energy
units are hereafter used in which the temperatureT stands for
kBT, with kB the Boltzmann constant.!

It should be noted that, with the use of normalized va
ables~with tildes!,

r5ar̃ , v5avpṽ, t5vp
21 t̃ , ~4!

the set of equations, Eqs.~1!–~3!, are written explicitly by
means of two nondimensional parameters,

dṽi

d t̃
5FLR~ r̃ i !2

3

4pG
~2r̃ i2 r̃ i 112 r̃ i 21!1Fth2j ṽi , ~5!

dr̃ i

d t̃
5 ṽi , FLR~ r̃ i !5

1

4p
(

j

ZiZj

u r̃ i2 r̃ j u2
r̂ i j . ~6!

These are the electrostatic coupling constantG5e2/eaT and
the friction constantj5n/vp , wherevp5(4pn0e2/em)1/2

is the plasma frequency withn0;1/2a23 an average~posi-
tive! charge density. If we assume the CH2 monomer in pure
water and at room temperature, i.e.,e;80 anda;2 Å, the
Coulomb energy prevails over thermal energy,G;3.5, and
vp;9.831012s21 (vp

21;0.1 ps). Each monomer has
rigid sphere that the other monomer cannot penetrate int
is elastically reflected upon entering the distance called
exclusion radiusacol . The stiffness of the chains in our simu
lation yields v/a35(p/6)(acol /a)3;0.00420.065 for acol

50.2a20.5a, where v5(4p/3)(acol/2)3 is the exclusion
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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volume of the monomer. The chosen stiffness well repres
those values obtained by laboratory experiments, i.e.,v/a3

<0.2 for most flexible monomers, andv/a3;0.003 for
double helix DNA.18

Other parameters that control the properties of polya
pholytes are the charge sequences, the molecular weight
the number of chains that comprise the polyampholy
These parameters are systematically changed in the sim
tion runs in Secs. III and IV. The step of time integration
Dt50.01vp

21, which is adequate to resolve the fastest m
tions. The standard parametersacol50.5a andn50.03vp are
used unless otherwise specified.

In the following sections, we deal with the multicha
polyampholytes that are confined within a spherical shel
radiusR521a, which is filled with a Langevin fluid.~Refer
to Ref. 15 for multichain polyampholytes in the periodic sy
tem.! The monomers hitting the boundary surface are
flected elastically, but the electric field is not distorted the
Except for the alternate sequences in Sec. III, the poly
pholytes used in the following sections consist of random
copolymerized quenched chains of six 32-mers, with
constraint of overall charge neutrality. Thus, an individu

FIG. 1. Time evolution of a randomly copolymerized multichain polya
pholyte composed of eight 32-mer chains, for temperatureT/T051/2, at
times~a! vpt50, ~b! vpt5300, and~c! vpt5600. The monomers are con
fined in a spherical domain of radiusR521a. The 1 and d show the
monomers of positive and negative charges, respectively, and the excl
radius of the monomer isacol50.5a.
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chain is not neutral, having typically a charge of ord
6eAN1, whereN1 is the number of monomers on a chain

III. MULTICHAIN POLYAMPHOLYTES IN PURE
SOLVENTS

A. Time evolution of multichain polyampholytes

A typical time evolution of a multichain polyampholyt
is shown by the bird’s-eye view snapshots of Fig. 1. He
the polyampholyte is composed of eight flexible chains
32-mers with an exclusion radius ofacol50.5a. The tem-
perature isT/T051/2, whereT0 is the base temperature fo
which the coupling constant becomes unity, i.e.,G0

5e2/eaT051. The initial configuration of a small drople
expands to the separated chains in Fig. 1~b! after a timeteq

;300vp
21 . There is a large void among the chains. T

relative positions of the chains continue to fluctuate due
random thermal kicks in the Langevin fluid. Some of t
chains remain entangled for a period of time and then
separated for another period of time, as seen in Figs. 1~b! and
1~c!. The above relaxation time corresponds toteq;30 ps for
the CH2 monomer in pure water (e580).

Figure 2 shows the time history of several quantities
the run depicted in Fig. 1. The average spring energy
monomer,Wspr5(3T/2a2)^(Dr (c))2&, in the top-left panel
adjusts itself and levels off to the equilibrium value 3/2T,
which equals the average kinetic energy. This manifests
uipartition of the oscillation energy. The middle-left pan
shows the Coulomb energy per monomer,FES, normalized
by the base thermal energyT0 , defined as

FES5
1

N (
i

(
j . i

ZiZje
2

eur i2r j u
. ~7!

A large change in the Coulomb energy takes place in
initial transient stage because local charge rearrangemen
curs for which the deviationDFES;e2/er i j is relatively
large. Subsequent changes are due to the global relaxatio
the conformations, which are inversely proportional to t
size of the polyampholyte and small in magnitude. The bo

ion

FIG. 2. Time history of various quantities for the polyampholyte depicted
Fig. 1: the average elastic energy per monomerWspr, the Coulomb energy
per monomer normalized by the base thermal energyFES /T0 , the average
bond length of connected monomersDr (c), the system gyration radius in
cluding all the monomersRg,sys, the average gyration radius of the chain
Rg1 , and thex-component velocityVx of an individual monomer.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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length between the connected monomersDr (c) remains al-
most constant although they are loosely connected by
monic springs.

The top-right panel depicts thesystemgyration radius
Rg,sys that includes all the monomers of the polyampholy
and the middle-right panel shows the average of the gyra
radii of the chainsRg1 . These radii are defined, respective
as

Rg,sys5S 1

N (
j 51

N

~r j2^r &!2D 1/2

, ~8!

Rg15
1

Nc
(
s51

Nc S 1

N1
(
j 51

N1

~r j2^r s&!2D 1/2

, ~9!

whereN is the number of all the monomers, andNc is the
number of chains, i.e.,N5192, Nc56, andN1532. As ear-
lier noted, individual chains have a small net charge un
random copolymerization. The system gyration radius
creases toRg,sys;12a on the time scaleteq;300vp

21 ,
which is the value allowed for a system whose radius
limited to R521a. The diffusion speed of the chains can
deduced byVdiff5dRg,sys/dt. It becomes;0.12avp in the
early time t,50vp

21 , which is about one third that of th
thermal speedv th5(3/4pG)1/2 (G5T0 /T). Except for this
early stage, the diffusion speed isVdiff;0.02avp on average,
which is about 5% that of the thermal speed.

As stated above, the slow changes in the Coulomb
ergy and the system gyration radius occur simultaneou
On the other hand, the average gyration radius of the ch
oscillates around the valueRg1;4a. The velocityVx of an
individual monomer exhibits amplitude oscillations who
period is longer than the friction timen21. This should cor-
respond to large structure fluctuations of the polyamphol
since fast oscillations without energy sustainment
damped and wiped out in a Langevin fluid.

The temperature variation of the typical relaxed conf
mations of the multichain polyampholyte is shown in Fig.
for three temperatures:~a! T/T051, ~b! T/T051/4, and~c!
T/T051/8. All the plots are drawn on the same scale, w
the size of the negative monomers~dots! prorated. At high
temperature, i.e., case~a!, the polyampholyte is made up o
elongated coils whose mass centers distribute homo
neously in the finite domain. As the temperature is lowe
to that of case~b!, there occurs a change from a one-pha
state with scattered coils to a segregated phase with glob
their life in pairs is still short and mostly they live separate
When the temperature is further lowered as in case~c!, the
chains form a compact globule that cannot be distinguis
from the one consisting of a single continuous chain. N
that the globule keeps a spherical shape having a nearly fi
radius and a distinct surface, with not a single monom
straying outside. As will be mentioned later, the monom
in a compact globule of Fig. 3~c! continue to vibrate unde
thermal agitations from surrounding medium. These e
dences indicate that the compact globule is in theglassstate,
which is virtually a natural state of the low temperatu
polyampholyte,8 irrespective of the boundary conditions
the domain.
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We note here that freezing is much easier to achieve
the lattice than in any off-lattice systems. The final state
the folding process with the use of the lattice model~of a
small size! appears to be well defined due to such quanti
tion that the energy gap between adjacent levels near
energy minimum is set a little too large to allow for therm
fluctuations. In this regard, off-lattice models like molecu
dynamic simulations have obvious advantages compare
lattice models to study a thermally fluctuating state adop
by the chains. On the other hand, the very concept of fre
ing needs careful formulation and definition for any o
lattice systems.

B. Statistical properties of multichain polyampholytes

Figure 4 highlights the effect of the Coulomb force b
displaying side by side the results for charged and n
charged polymers. Each data point in the figure~and also in
the following figures with the same format, viz., Figs. 5–
11 and 12! is an average over 20 independent runs w
polyampholytes of different charge sequences~random but
overall charge neutrality! and initial conformations. In panel
~a! and ~b! of Fig. 4, the system and average gyration ra

FIG. 3. Typical relaxed conformations of eight 32-mer polyampholyte
vpt5600, for temperatures~a! T/T051, ~b! T/T051/4, and ~c! T/T0

51/8. A gradual morphological change occurs from the one-phase s
with separated chains of~a! to the segregated phase with a collapsed a
dense globule of~c! aroundT/T0;0.3. The monomers are confined in
spherical domain of radiusR521a, and the exclusion radius of the mono
mer isacol50.5a.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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are shown, respectively, as functions of temperature. H
the polymers are comprised of six 32-mers. For the n
charged polymers, neither of the two gyration radiiRg,sys or
Rg1 depends on temperature. Insensitivity of the gyrat
radii of individual chains on temperature is expected for
entropic elasticity adopted in Eq.~1!. The charged polymers
here are quenched polyampholytes of random copolymer
tion, for which deviations from the noncharged polymers
evident in the low temperature regimeT/T0,1 where the
Coulomb energy much exceeds the thermal energy. An e
bar shows the extent in which 60% of the data points ex
On the other hand, differences are small at high tempera
The figure clearly shows that the Coulomb force is attract
on average for randomly copolymerized polyampholyt
~Qualitatively similar results are found also in the period
system.15!

Figure 4~c! depicts the filling index that indicates the
degree of chain overlapping or entanglement, defined as

z[Nc
1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys. ~10!

The criterion that the polyampholyte resides in a segrega
phase and is non-soluble with respect to the solvent is g
by the conditionz>1. This corresponds to close overlappin
of the chains and the network formation. In the oppos
condition,z,1, the polyampholyte is considered to be tran
parent for the light scattering experiments and soluble to
solvent. The filling index for the polyampholyte in Fig. 4~c!
is larger than unity at low temperature. The critical tempe

FIG. 4. Effect of the Coulomb force on structure formation of polya
pholytes, as seen in differences between the noncharged polymers
charged polymers of random copolymerization. The polymers are comp
of six 32-mers, and the panels show~a! the system gyration radiusRg,sys

including all the monomers,~b! the average gyration radius of the chai
Rg1 , and~c! the filling indexNc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys which indicates chain overlap
ping, whereNc is the number of chains.
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ture defined by the conditionz51 is T* /T0;0.17 for the
standard parameters. This coincides with the observed t
perature in the molecular dynamics simulations at which
one-phase state~separated chains! replaces the segregate
phase~globule!. On the other hand, the noncharged polym
are soluble,z,1, for the entire temperature range shown
the figure. These features are consistent with the theor
multichain polyampholytes.11

The attractive nature of the Coulomb force for polyam
pholytes is also found in Table I. At low temperatureT/T0

<1/4, the possibility of opposite-sign charges being the ne
est monomer pairs~not necessarily the connected monom
pairs! is significantly larger than that of equal-sign charge
Also, the distance between monomers of opposite-s
charges is smaller than that with equal-sign charges, wh
implies the formation of loose complexes of positive a
negative monomers. At high temperatureT/T051, the dif-
ference between the charge pairs is small, which is consis
with the similarity of charged and noncharged polymers a
similar temperature shown in Fig. 4. When we look at
sphere of radius 1.5a centered on a monomer, the avera
number of surrounding monomers having different si
charges is always larger than that with equal-sign charges
shown in the bottom part of Table I.

Figure 5 shows the effect of chain stiffness on the size
polyampholytes. The size of a flexible polyampholyte is
ways larger than that of a stiff one at a given temperatu
except at high temperature where the system gyration ra
approaches the limit set by the domain size. The system
ration radius is an increasing function of temperatu
Rg,sys}T0.7 for flexible chains, andRg,sys}T1.1 for stiff
chains. These dependences for multichain polyamphol
are more sensitive than the scalingRg}T1/3 for single-chain
polyampholytes.13 This is attributed to the growth of a larg
void space among the chains.

As the multichain effect of polyampholytes prefere
tially affects their global size, the filling index for the stif
chains becomes larger than that for the flexible chains.
critical temperature for chain overlapping to occur shi
from T* /T0;0.17 for the flexible chains toT* /T0;0.33
for the stiff chains.

nd
ed

TABLE I. Top: The fraction of spatially nearest monomer pairs havi
equal-sign charges~denoted by11/22! and opposite sign charges (1

2/21), and the average distanceDr between such pairs, for randoml
copolymerized multichain polyampholytes~six 32-mers! of overall charge
neutrality. Bottom: The fraction of equal/opposite-sign monomers, and
average number of monomers that are located within a sphere of ra
Dr ,1.5a.

T/T0 (11/22) (12/21) Dr (11) Dr (12) N(Dr ,1.5a)

1.00 47% 53% 1.67 1.61
0.50 44% 56% 1.71 1.49
0.25 36% 64% 1.46 1.24
0.125 31% 69% 1.24 0.97

1.00 44% 56% ¯ ¯ 1.15
0.50 41% 59% ¯ ¯ 1.19
0.25 40% 60% ¯ ¯ 1.83
0.125 43% 57% ¯ ¯ 3.40
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The Coulomb energy per monomer defined by Eq.~7! is
depicted in Fig. 6~a! as a function of temperature. By com
parison of Figs. 5 and 6, the Coulomb energy is found to
inversely proportional to an average of the gyration radii
individual chains,FES}Rg1

21. This is quite understandabl
since the major contribution to the Coulomb energy ari
from the adjacent monomer pairs whose distance is ne

FIG. 5. Effect of chain stiffness, for six 32-mer polyampholytes of rand
copolymerization. The flexible chains consist of monomers with exclus
radiusacol50.5a, and the stiff ones haveacol50.2a. The panels show~a!
the system gyration radiusRg,sys, ~b! the average gyration radius of th
chainsRg1 , and~c! the filling indexNc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys.

FIG. 6. ~a! Coulomb energy per monomer normalized by the base ther
energyFES /T0 defined by Eq.~7!; ~b! deviation of the monomer distance
dr i j normalized by the average monomer distance^r i j &, for the flexible and
stiff chains in Fig. 5.
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proportional to the gyration radiusRg1 in the one-phase
state. The contribution of the global conformation toFES is
small, but is nevertheless decisive for the large-scale st
ture formation.

Very interestingly, the slope of the curve of the Coulom
energy in Fig. 6~a! changes suddenly aroundT/T0;0.18 for
the polyampholytes of flexible chains, and aroundT/T0

;0.30 for those of stiff chains. This leads to a jump in t
heat capacityCcoul5]FES/]T at those temperatures, ind
cating occurrence of a phase transition for multicha
polyampholytes. This transition, which is considered to b
glass transition, occurs at the temperatureT* where the mor-
phological change between the one-phase state and the
regated phase takes place.

The phase transition is also identified in Fig. 6~b! which
shows the time deviation of the monomer distance,

D i j 5
2

N~N21! (
i

(
j . i

dr i j /^r i j &. ~11!

Here,dr i j is the time deviation of the monomer distancer i j

between thei -th and j -th monomers. The summation i
made over all possible pairs betweenN monomers. The ratio
decreases gradually as the temperature increases or is r
constant at low temperature,T/T0<0.18 for the flexible
chains, andT/T0<0.30 for the stiff chains. We note tha
these coincide with the transition temperatureT* , which is
defined byz51 in Fig. 5~c!, and that of the electrostati
energy in Fig. 6~a!. The chains form a globule belowT* as
inferred from Fig. 5~c!, but the deviationdr i j is appreciable
~20%–30%! in comparison with the average distance^r i j &.
This feature is characteristic of the glass phase. At
middle temperature, the ratioD i j begins to decrease mor
rapidly due to dissociation of the chains, i.e., inflation
polyampholytes. Then, the ratio turns into an increase
T/T0>0.35, since the deviation of the distancedr i j grows
due to thermal motion. For stiff chains, similar changes
seen where everything shifts to the higher temperature s

C. The effect of alternate sequences

It is predicted that a polyampholyte comprised of cha
of alternate sequences has less of a tendency to make ne
complexes, and thus is more easily soluble in water.11 To
examine such effects with alternate sequences, a serie
molecular dynamics simulations are performed, in wh
each of the six 32-mer chains is composed of alterna
blocks of positively and negatively charged monomers. T
length of the block~the number of monomers in a block! is
taken to be one, two, and then four.

Figure 7 shows that polyampholytes of complete alt
nating sequence with a block length of unity~1212...!
have a larger system gyration radius than those with a bl
length two and four in the Coulomb phase, for whichT/T0

,0.4 for the flexible polyampholytes@cf. Fig. 4~a!#. For
chains with large block lengths, we find complexes of po
tive and negative blocks. The gyration radius for the alt
nate sequence with a block length four is already close
that for the randomly copolymerized sequence describe
Sec. III B.

n

al
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The average of the gyration radii of individual chai
Rg1 in Fig. 7~b! depends on the sequence, which is redu
as the block size of one charge-sign becomes large in
Coulomb phase. The filling indexz5Nc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys in Fig.
7~c! becomes large as the block length increases from on
four. Quite remarkably, in terms of the filling index,
polyampholyte with alternate sequence of block length f
behaves just like one synthesized by random copolymer
tion. Thus, the charge sequence affects polyampholyte p
erties significantly only if it is completely alternate.

D. The effect of finite/infinite domains

The diffusion of polyampholyte chains at high tempe
ture is blocked if the computational domain is surrounded
a boundary wall. This is a usual situation for polyampholy
in a solution. On the other hand, it is physically an intere
ing question whether the globular state at low tempera
requires a closed domain of finite volume.

Figure 8 compares runs with finite and infinite domain
The polyampholytes here are again composed of six 32-m
of random copolymerization~overall charge neutrality!, and
each data point is obtained by averaging 20 independent
with different random sequences and initial conformatio
For polyampholytes in an infinite volume~filled circles!, the
upper two data points in Fig. 8~a! keep on growing with time
~shown with arrows!. However, the lower two points resid
ing at T/T0<1/8 remain there stationary in time. Moreove
the latter points superimpose quite well on the data points
the finite volume.

FIG. 7. Dependence on charge sequences, depicted by three series o
in which each of the six 32-mer chains has block size of equal-sign cha
of one, two, and then four. The panels show~a! the system gyration radius
Rg,sys, ~b! the average gyration radius of the chainsRg1 , and~c! the filling
index Nc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys.
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These results are not strange, since the globule obta
in the low temperature regime has a distinct surface with
any monomers straying outside of the globule, irrespectiv
of the boundary conditions of the domain. This point is fu
ther confirmed by special long runs that continue up to
relaxation times, 15 000vp

21 , of the six 32-mer polyam-
pholyte chains. The time history of the system gyration
dius is shown in Fig. 9 for the temperatures~a! T/T051/2,
~b! T/T051/4, and~c! T/T051/8. The domain is limited by
a spherical wall of radiusR521a except for the run in Fig.
9~d!, for which the domain is infinite. Initial conformation
of highly stretched threads of randomly copolymeriz
chains with overall charge neutrality are purposely chosen
avoid artificial trapping of the conformations in a small vo
ume.

The conformations for the medium temperatures,T/T0

51/2 and 1/4, shown in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, are the wall-
stabilized ones in which the monomers are reflected inw
by the elastic wall. Without the wall, infinite diffusion o
monomers takes place, and a bound state is not obtaine
these temperatures. We see repetition of the dissociation
association processes of the chains, starting att;2500vp

21

and 10 000vp
21 in Fig. 9~b!. The inflation speed is deduce

to be dRg,sys/dt;1.231023avp , whereas the collapse
speed is22.631023avp . Thus, the association process
about twice as fast as the dissociation process for the
dium temperatureT/T0>1/4.

uns,
esFIG. 8. ~a! Effect of the domain size~boundary condition! on randomly
copolymerized multichain polyampholytes~six 32-mers!, for the case with
infinite volume and the case with finite volume of a sphere of radiusR
521a. The panels show~a! the system gyration radiusRg,sys, ~b! the aver-
age gyration radius of the chainsRg1 , and ~c! the filling index
Nc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys. The lower two dots atT/T0,0.2 for the infinite volume
case of panel~a! are stationary, while the higher two dots increase stead
in time.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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We also notice, by comparing Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!, that
both of the system gyration radii for the closed and op
systems at low temperatureT/T051/8 are kept small, and
are not much affected by the presence of the boundary w
There, the polyampholyte forms a dense globule which
mains stationary for timest.500vp

21 . The compact glob-
ule, which has the characteristics of glass, is thus regarde
a natural state of a low temperature polyampholyte.

The attractive nature of the Coulomb interactions
again verified by the special run in Fig. 10, where the mo
mer charges of a randomly copolymerized polyamphol
~six 32-mers! are suddenly reset to zero at timet
54500vp

21 . The time history of the system gyration radiu
in the top frame shows that the globule that has remai
stationary is quickly destroyed, since the chains are
longer under the influence of the Coulomb force. Otherw
the globule remains compact, as shown in Fig. 9~c!. The
scatter plots of Fig. 10 labeled~a! and ~b! depict, respec-
tively, the conformation with the Coulomb force inclusiv
and that after the Coulomb force has been switched off.
interesting that the Coulomb force is strong enough to
the polyampholyte chains together at low temperature, w
out aid of the boundary wall. However, chain entanglem
without actual bonds is unable to prevent the globule fr
being destroyed.

The stationary globular state at low temperature
thought to arise from enhanced stability by charge pairing
shown in Table I. An increase in temperature removes
pairing, and the globular state is lost by thermal agitati
The above process may be theoretically treated in the foll
ing manner. If we treat the chains to lowest order as
assembly of charged particles without internal structur
then the essential part of the free energy may be appr
mated by adding the Coulomb energy to the free energy
the ideal gas,19

FIG. 9. Long-time history of the system gyration radiusRg,sys, for the
randomly copolymerized polyampholytes of Fig. 8 with temperatures~a!
T/T051/2, ~b! T/T051/4, and~c! and ~d! T/T051/8. The simulation do-
main through~a! and ~c! is limited by a sphere of radiusR521a, whereas
the domain for~d! is infinite.
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F5NT logS N/V

nQ
21D1Ucoul, ~12!

Ucoul52A/eR;2A/eV1/3.

Here, the coefficient is positive,A;(e2N1)Nc5e2N.0, due
to the attractive nature of the Coulomb force among
chains.@Inclusion of the chain free energy is desirable in E
~12!, but a free energy maximum occurring at finite volum
may not be much affected since F becomes negative infi
both atV50 andV5`.# Notably, the free energy given b
Eq. ~12! possesses a maximum at an intermediate radiusR.
If we differentiate the free energy in terms of the radiusR
and equate it to zero, we get

R0~T!5@V0~T!#1/35A/eNT;aG ~G5T0 /T!. ~13!

This reveals that the initial conformation starting with
small radius compared toR0(T), or the chains initially lo-
cated within that distance, collapse to a single compact g
ule at low temperature. Moreover, the radius of bifurcati
R5R0(T);a(T0 /T) increases when the temperature is lo
ered, which makes it possible for more initial conformatio
and chains to collapse to the globule.@It is found by molecu-
lar dynamics simulations that, by cooling homogeneous
lution of polyampholyte, multiglobule phase is first obtaine
In this case, the initial conformation includes the chains t
are separated from the others for more than the dista

FIG. 10. Time history of the system gyration radiusRg,sysof a special run in
which the monomer charges of the randomly copolymerized polyampho
with temperatureT/T051/8 of Fig. 9~b! are suddenly reset to zero at tim
t54500vp

21 . The scatter plots show their conformations at~a! t
54000vp

21 and ~b! t55000vp
21 .
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R0(T).# All of these points, including the value ofR0 , are in
good agreement with the molecular dynamics simulation
sults.

Finally, we show that the probability for the polyam
pholyte chains to escape from the compact globule is vi
ally eliminated at low temperature. For low temperatu
T/T0<0.1, the intermonomer distance, especially that of
positive and negative pairs, becomes very small, as show
Table I. The Coulomb energy is dominated by the attract
part. Then, the leading term of the energy gap between
globular state and the one-phase state of scattered co
given by

DE5e2N/elD;e3N3/2/e3/2T1/2R3/2, ~14!

where the Debye length islD5(eT/4pn0e2)1/2 and R3n0

>N. Then, the probability for the globule to be destroyed
random thermal agitation is given by

Pdis5exp~2DE/T!;exp~2e3N3/2/e3/2T3/2R3/2!

>exp@2~aG/R!3/2N3/2#. ~15!

Here, the electrostatic coupling constantG5(T/T0)21 varies
inversely with the temperatureT. An important thing in Eq.
~15! is its scaling with respect to the number of monom
N. For the typical parameters of a low temperature globu
G58 andR/a;3, the argument of the exponential functio

FIG. 11. Dependence on the length~molecular weight! of the chains, for
randomly copolymerized polyampholytes. The number of chains is kep
six, and the panels show~a! the system gyration radiusRg,sys, ~b! the aver-
age gyration radius of the chainsRg1 , and ~c! the filling index
Nc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys.
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becomes 4.4N3/2. Thus, any reasonable number of monom
for the chains to be regarded as a polymer yields a proba
ity that is extremely small,

Pdis} exp~2N3/2!!1. ~16!

This means that once a compact globule is formed at
temperature, it will fall apart only after an astronomical
long period of time.

E. Dependence on molecular weight

Figure 11 shows the effect of the length~molecular
weight Mw! of the chains on the radius of multichai
polyampholytes made by random copolymerization w
overall charge neutrality. In the medium temperature regim
the system gyration radius becomes larger for smaller m
lecular weight, scaling roughly asRg,sys;Mw

21/2. The aver-
age of the gyration radii of individual chainsRg1 behaves
like that of a single-chain polyampholyte.13 At high tempera-
ture, it scales asRg1;Mw

1/2, although the radius is only a
fraction of that of the Gaussian coil. The filling index in Fi
11~c! shifts upward with increase in the molecular weight
the chains. The critical temperature that separates the
phase state and the segregated phase isT* /T0;0.082, 0.17,
and 0.35 for the chains with 16-, 32-, and 64-mers, resp
tively. This is well fitted by the power law,T* /T0;Mw

1.04.
Therefore, the polyampholyte consisting of longer chains
comes more difficult to dissolve in neutral solvents.

On the other hand, the dependence on the numbe
chains is present but less in extent in Fig. 12, where
number~192! of monomers is fixed, i.e., the polyampholy

at
FIG. 12. Dependence on the number of chains, for randomly copolymer
polyampholytes. The total number of monomers is kept at 192, and
panels show~a! the system gyration radiusRg,sys, ~b! the average gyration
radius of the chainsRg1 , and~c! the filling indexNc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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density is constant. This has the effect of maintaining
Coulomb interaction at the same level. The system gyra
radius of an eight-chain polyampholyte is slightly larger th
that of a four-chain polyampholyte in the temperature ran
of 0.1,T/T0,1. This is rather straightforward, since
larger number of chains means more freedom for the con
mational organization. Accordingly, the filling index de
creases as the number of chains increases in the above
perature range.

However, the dependence on the number of chains
comes almost invisible when the molecular weight of t
chains is kept the same. In this case, the freedom for ex
sion due to the increase in the number of the chains ma
compensated by an intensified Coulomb force that co
presses the polyampholyte.

F. Oscillations in multichain polyampholytes

When we take a precise look at the motion of individu
chains, we find slow oscillations in the gyration radius a
the velocity of the monomers. We note in passing that
eigen oscillations are suppressed by the friction of a Lan
vin fluid. The slow oscillations should correspond to tran
formation of the conformation between elongated coils an
loose globule; this is inferred by comparison of the snapsh
~b! and~c! of Fig. 1 ~the oscillatory motions are clearly see
in a video movie!. A spectral analysis of the time series da
of the gyration radiusRg1 was made with the use of th
maximum entropy method.20 The maximum entropy metho
is a very powerful tool for spectral analysis of nonstationa
quantities under growth or attenuation.~The spectral peaks
are obtained with high accuracy, but the height of the pe
does not correspond to the power spectral density.! Figure 13
shows that the chains undergo slow oscillations. At h
temperature, we see oscillations in most of the chains tha
separated from each other. The period of oscillations ha
range in value:t;602100vp

21 . At low temperature, the
chains lump up as a globule, and only a small number
chains make oscillations whose period is longer than tha
high temperature.

The velocity of the sampled monomers also oscillat
At high temperature, the frequency band is broad, extend

FIG. 13. Frequency spectral analysis with the maximum entropy method
the gyration radius of six 32-mer polyampholyte at~a! high temperature
T/T051 and ~b! low temperatureT/T051/8. Each frame corresponds t
one specific chain.
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21 . Only the low frequency part (v

,2pn) is related to changes in the global conformation.
low temperature, the oscillations are limited to a narro
band of slow oscillations whose period ist;30260vp

21 ,
implying less freedom for conformational changes.

IV. POLYAMPHOLYTES IN SALT-ADDED SOLUTION

Addition of salt to a solution with precipitated polyam
pholytes is expected to screen the internal electric fi
among the monomers, and to loosen the binding of
monomers within the globules, which causes dissolution
the polyampholyte.8 Such effects of salt may be studied b
placing free counterions in the multichain polyampholy
system. In the following run, the polyampholyte consists
six 32-mers of random copolymerization with overall char
neutrality. The initial positions of the chains are sufficien
separated such that the mass-centers of the six chains
placed at63.5a on thex, y, andz-axis. We introduce the
same number of positive and negative counterions, with th
mass and charge equal to those of the chained monom
The reflecting wall is placed at radiusR517.5a for the
polyampholyte, whereas the wall is set atR514a for the
counterions for the purpose of computational efficiency. T
treatment is justified since the polyampholyte is confined
the latter volume at low temperatures where the effect
added salt is most predominant.

Figure 14 shows the effect of salt~512 salt ions, with
half positive ions and the other half negative ions!. Each data

or

FIG. 14. Effect of salt addition for the case with 512 salt ions~256 positive
and negative free ions!, and for the case of enhanced electrical permittiv
e52e0 without salt ions. The polyampholyte is composed of randomly
polymerized six 32-mers, and the panels show~a! the system gyration radius
Rg,sys, ~b! the average gyration radius of the chainsRg1 , and~c! the filling
index Nc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys.
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point in this figure is an average over ten independent r
with polyampholytes of different charge sequences and
tial conformations. Evidently, the system gyration radius
polyampholytes increases by addition of salt, which affe
preferentially the low temperature regime,T/T0<0.3 for the
flexible chains (acol50.5a). The average of the gyration ra
dii of the individual chains becomes slightly larger in th
presence of salt ions. The critical temperature at which
filling index becomes unity, z5Nc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys51, is
T* /T0;0.17 in a pure solvent. After addition of salt, th
filling index is reduced to less than unity in the entire te
perature range shown in Fig. 14~c!. This means dissolution
of polyampholytes due to salt addition.

The above results indicate that the electric field bind
the monomers has been screened by the salt ions. This
is directly proven by the salt-free simulation where t
strength of electrical permittivity in Eq.~3! is increased to
e52e0 , with e0 the original value in the salt-free solution
The triangles in Fig. 14 depict this case with enhanced e
trical permittivity, which nicely reproduces all the results f
512 salt ions.

FIG. 15. Typical relaxed conformation of randomly copolymerized polya
pholyte ~six 32-mers! in salt-added solution for the run in Fig. 14 at tem
peratureT/T051/8: ~a! polyampholyte and salt ions;~b! only the polyam-
pholyte. The positive and negative salt ions are marked with1 and d,
respectively. The relaxed conformation of the salt-free polyampholyte
the same temperature is shown in~c!.
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The density of the polyampholyte localized within th
globule isnPA;0.62a23 at T/T051/8. The salt density due
to 512 counterions isnsal;512/(14a)3;0.19a23. The added
salt, whose density is a fraction of that of the polyampholy
is already as effective as the electrolyte solution withe.e0

in its ability to loosen the globule. This density is somewh
less than, but qualitatively in agreement with, the predict
by Higgs and Joanny.8

The typical relaxed conformation of the polyampholy
in the salt-added Langevin fluid is shown in Fig. 15~a! for
T/T051/8. Small pluses and dots stand for positive a
negative salt ions, respectively. Figure 15~b! shows only
chained monomers of the polyampholyte in Fig. 15~a!. In the
presence of salt, a mixture of a loose globule and separ
chains is obtained, for whichz,1. For comparison, confor
mation of the polyampholyte in the pure solvent is shown
Fig. 15~c! for the same temperature. This dense globule is
clear contrast with the loose one in the salt-added solutio

Finally, we obtained two simulation results that reve
the subtlety of the effects of salt, especially at low tempe
ture. First, half the number~256! of salt ions, each of which
carries twice more the amount of charges, have the s
effect as the standard salt of basic charge. However, for v
low temperaturesT/T0<0.1, half the number of salt ion
with double the charges are less effective than the stan
salt ions, due to less homogeneity of the salt ions. Her
discreteness effect in the function of salt appears.

Second, when the polyampholyte chains are placed
close proximity to each other before salt addition, the size
salt-added polyampholyte does increase but very slow
Figure 16 shows the system gyration radius for the runs
which 512 salt ions are added at the intermediate timt
51300vp

21 in a region not occupied by the already forme
globule of six 32-mers. For both the temperatures shown
the figure, the globule begins to swell upon addition of s
ions. Some of the chains are eventually separated from
globule, and the system gyration radius approaches the v
of the salt-added case shown in Fig. 14. But, the expans
occurs several times slower,tgl;2500vp

21 , than that for the
case when the globule is not formed at all,tsal;500vp

21 .
These observations are uniquely explained by the ab

of salt ions to penetrate among the polyampholyte chains
globules. Namely, lighter salt ions have easier and more

-

r

FIG. 16. Effectiveness of added salt. The system gyration radius for the
in which 512 salt ions are placed in a region excluded by the globule of
32-mer chains at the intermediate timet51300vp

21 ~denoted by arrows!.
The temperature is~a! T/T051/4 and~b! T/T051/8.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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mogeneous access to inside the globules, with more ef
tiveness when the globules are less tight. The use of
continuous fluid model with enhanced electrical permittivi
i.e., nonparticle model, is thus not very accurate in th
cases.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, the multichain effect and also that of add
salt on randomly copolymerized polyampholytes have b
studied. For high temperature, a container-bound one-p
state with homogeneously scattered chains is obtained du
confinement in the finite volume~Fig. 1!. Polyampholyte ex-
pansion occurs in about 5% of the thermal speed on aver
the typical expansion time ist;300vp

21 ~Fig. 2!, which
corresponds to a few tens of picoseconds for the CH2 mono-
mers in pure water. The size of a multichain polyamphol
becomes much greater than that of a single-chain poly
pholyte at high temperature, due to the growth of a la
void space among the chains~Fig. 3!.

At medium and low temperature, the role of the Co
lomb force, which is attractive on average, is predomina
the monomers tend to associate and form loose compl
~Figs. 3 and 4!. The association and dissociation proces
occur repeatedly at medium temperature, where the for
process occurs a few times faster than the latter~Fig. 9!. As
temperature is lowered~which corresponds to density risin
in experiments!, a glass transition takes place. At very lo
temperature, a compact globule in the state of glass wi
distinct round surface is formed both for the single and m
tichain polyampholytes. The entanglement of the cha
without actual bonds between the chain elements is
enough to sustain the globule; the monomers in the glob
diffuse away when the Coulomb force is switched off~Fig.
10!.

The stationary globular state at low temperature
thought to arise from enhanced stability by charge pair
~Table I!. An increase in temperature removes the pairi
and the globular state is lost by thermal agitation. Althou
the MD simulation time is restrictive to see a real long-tim
behavior of the polyampholyte chains, an estimate of
lifetime of a collapsed globule by Eqs.~12!–~16! tells that its
life is very long, which would be destroyed only after
passage of an astronomical time. The initial conformatio
are either on the globule~glass! regime or the coil regime
depending on their volume@cf. Eq. ~13!#. The probability for
the compact globule to be destroyed and transformed to
assembly of scattered chains is estimated to bePdis5exp
(2DE/kBT);exp(2N3/2) @Eq. ~15!#, which is infinitesimally
small for any realistic value for the number of monomersN.
The compact globule is considered to be a natural state in
low temperature regime, irrespective of the boundary con
tion of the domain~Fig. 8!.

A good index to measure the denseness of monomer
the degree of chain entanglement, is the filling index, defi
by z[Nc

1/3Rg1 /Rg,sys, with Nc the number of chains, an
Rg1 andRg,sys the gyration radii of an individual chain an
the whole polyampholyte, respectively. The filling index
comparable to or exceeds unity when the chains clos
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overlap and become entangled. Polyampholytes bec
more dense when the chain stiffness or the molecular we
of the chains is increased~Figs. 5 and 11!, whereas they
become sparse when the number of chains is increa
though to a lesser degree~Fig. 12!.

The critical temperature that separates the one-ph
state with scattered chains and the segregated phase w
globule is defined by the condition that the filling index b
comes unity:z51. The critical temperature is well fitted b
T* /T0}Mw , with Mw the molecular weight of the chain. A
polyampholyte consisting of chains of larger molecu
weight is shown to be more difficult to dissolve in salt-fre
solvents.

The polyampholytes with alternating sequences of po
tive and negative monomers generally occupy larger volu
than do the randomly copolymerized ones~Fig. 7!, because
the electric field is spatially averaged out. However, su
effects are apparent only when the block size of alterna
sequences is as small as two. Otherwise, the polyampho
with alternating sequences behave like randomly copolym
ized polyampholytes.

The size of polyampholytes is affected by the doma
size at high temperature where a confining wall~container!
limits their diffusion, while it is not at low temperature~Fig.
8!. A glasslike compact globule is a natural state of the l
temperature regime, as stated above. The results for poly
pholytes under the periodic boundary conditions15 are quali-
tatively the same as those of isolated~container bound!
polyampholytes which were studied in this paper.

Spectral analysis shows slow oscillations of the chains
multichain polyampholytes at high temperature, which c
responds to transformation of the conformation betwe
elongated coils and a loose globule~Fig. 13!. At low tem-
perature, the oscillation of individual chains is not promine
since all the chains are contained in the dense globule. H
ever, the chained monomers are still under thermal vib
tions, showing the glasslike nature of the globule@also, Fig.
6~b!#.

Concerning the effect of added salt, the salt ions diffu
among the monomers of polyampholytes and screen the
ternal electric field, which loosens and destroys the insolu
globules at low temperature~Fig. 15!. The salt, whose den
sity reaches a fraction of that of the polyampholyte, beha
like an electrolyte solution that has enhanced electrical p
mittivity compared to a salt-free solution~Fig. 14!. This be-
havior is in agreement with theory,8 although the salt con-
centration required for dissolution of the globule is less th
that predicted by the theory.

However, the effectiveness of salt is suppressed w
the size of salt ions is appreciable with respect to polya
pholyte chains, or when dense globules have been form
before the addition of salt~Fig. 16!. The use of the continu-
ous fluid model with enhanced electrical permittivity
shown to be inaccurate to trace such dynamical processe
these cases, the salt ions cannot penetrate efficiently into
globules, which makes salt less effective to shield the in
nal electric field that binds multichain polyampholytes.
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